
Instruments & Accessories

ADC manufactures a wide range of
professional tools and instruments to

help you get your job done.

Our line of neuro
hammers includes the
popular Taylor, Buck, Babinski, Queen’s Square and
Wartenberg pinwheel. We even offer a complete set
that includes all 5.

Finely crafted tuning forks from 128Hz to 4096Hz are
made in the U.S.A. from
the finest aluminum
alloy.

ADC offers one
of the widest
selections of
diagnostic penlights -
from disposable
models priced under $2
to state of the art LED units
priced at about $25. ADC
offers a wide range of surgical instruments including Lis-
ter scissors, Kelly Hemostats and a host of other popular
patterns.

Our line of caseware includes belt
holsters, pocket organizers and
nursing/physician bags.

We even produce
specialty items like
tape measures,
EKG calipers
and rulers.

A global leader in core
diagnostic products for
over a quarter of a century,
ADC products are in use on
6 continents and over 60
countries. ADC is one of the
few manufacturers to hold
the prestigious and de-
manding ISO 9001:2008 and ISO 13485:2003 Quality
System Certifications. Socially responsible ADC has set
aside 25% of its production department to staffing by
individuals with developmental disabilitiies.

Global sourcing combined with domestic
quality control and assembly
ensures the finest in quality at
prices that really make sense.

So why settle for just any
diagnostic product. If you are

looking for a stethoscope, sphyg-
momanometer, diagnostic set,

thermometer, caseware, or personal
instrument - insist on ADC.

We take quality seriously.
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Stethoscopes Blood Pressure Instruments Diagnostic Sets

ADC ‘s AdscopeTM stethoscopes are among the most
respected the world over. Available in Electronic,
Cardiology, Clinician, Sprague, and specialty models
- over 12 distinct designs in dozens of model
options, we’re sure to have the right stethoscope for
you. Constructed from the finest materials EVERY
single AdscopeTM is individually inspected in our
facility before you ever open the box.

With features like bi-lumen binaurals, reinforcing
yokes, multi-frequency diaphragms, and AdsoftTM

eartips for the ultimate in wearing comfort and
acoustic seal, our scopes are feature rich and
beautifully crafted.

Priced from about $25 to $250, most models are
backed by a Lifetime Warranty on metal parts.

ADC ‘s DiagnostixTM and ProsphygTM series blood
pressure instruments are the best selling brands of
professional aneroids in the United States. Why?
An uncompromising devotion to quality combined
with feature rich design at an affordable price.

ADC’s manometer features a Japanese engineered
movement designed to withstand a minimum of
30,000 cycles. Our AdcuffTM inflation system is
designed to prevent miscuffing.

Choose from Pocket or Palm models in any of six
clinical sizes. Many models feature an AdscopeTM

stethoscope. And all of our instruments are always
latex free.

ADC ‘s pocket diagnostic
sets include a fiber optic
otoscope and full
featured ophthalmoscope
with 19 viewing lenses
and 5 apertures. Sets
available with either one or
two handles.

Otoscopes uses Welch Allyn brand specula for
convenience.

Handles feature a slide power switch.
“AA” Batteries included.

Sets available with one or two handles in a choice
of hard fitted or soft nylon storage cases. Lifetime
warranty on optics.


